
English 475/820 (AU/CU):  Writing Fantasy 
 
Instructor:  Dr. Jes Battis (he/they) 
T 2:30-3:50 
Contact:  jes.battis@uregina.ca  
Virtual Office Hours:  Tuesday 1:00-2:00 
 
Course Description 
 
This hybrid creative/academic seminar combines literary analysis, group discussion, and peer 
review in the form of workshops.  Our guiding principle is fantasy, whose borders we’ll 
challenge and interrogate throughout the class.  Our discussions will range across fantasy in a 
number of guises:  medieval poetry, mass-market paperbacks, artwork, digital media, and critical 
theory.  We’ll analyze literary and critical texts through a series of interactive discussions, and 
review student writing in a workshop environment.  This is a collaborative graduate/honors 
seminar, which means that students will drive the discussion.  Everyone is expected to complete 
weekly readings and discuss both literary and critical texts.   
 
Note:  Assignment guidelines are different for honors and graduate students, and the final 
assignment differs for academic and creative students.   
 
Assignments  
 

 Honors  Grad 
Response Paper 20%  (3-4 pages) 20%  (3-4 pages) 
Creative/Critical Pieces 40%  (4 x 10%) 40%  (4 x 10%) 
Final Project 40%  (15 pages) 40%  (20-25 pages) 

 
Response Paper 
 
This piece will discuss one (or two) of the course readings.  It doesn’t have to be strictly 
academic in tone/structure, but it should incorporate 1) quoted material from the primary source; 
2) quoted material from at least one secondary source, and 3) a central point about the text 
under discussion.  It could lean towards being more of a lyric essay or creative nonfiction piece, 
as long as it includes the above elements.   
 
Creative Pieces 
 
You’ll submit 4 short pieces throughout the course—2 will be discussed in online workshop and 
receive feedback from peers.  I’ll provide feedback on all of the assignments.  Each assignment 
should be 4 pages maximum.  This work can form part of your portfolio, as long as 40% of the 
portfolio is new material.        
 
Prompts for writing your pieces could include: 
 
Describing a Room 



 Present a room without an occupant—their surroundings should tell us what we need 
 to now about your character.  
 
Minimalist Narrative 
 Ursula Leguin calls this an exercise in chastity.  Limit your use of adverbs (“she 
 laughed loudly) and adjectives (“the castle was massive).  Use sparing but precise 
 descriptions.   
 
Scene in Dialogue 
 The setting should be conveyed through the dialogue, though you can also add a few 
 brief descriptive lines within the conversation).  The heart of the piece should be a 
 back-and-forth exchange that tells us who your characters are. 
 
Moving Picture 
 Write an action scene—this could be a sword-fight, a journey, or simply a character 
 moving in some way through space.  There should be some tension, which pulls the 
 reader from the beginning to the end of your scene. 
 
Two Perspectives 
 Write the same short scene from two different perspectives.  The POVs should belong 
 to two distinct characters, with tonal differences between them.   
 
Prose Poem 
 Write something at the intersection between prose and poetry.  You aren’t bound by 
 rules of punctuation or grammar, though you should still pay attention to how you 
 break lines or end sentences. 
 
Romantic Scene 
 How you interpret ‘romance’ is up to you, though obviously don’t hand in anything 
 that’s going to make us uncomfortable if we’re work-shopping it.  Romance isn’t 
 confined to sexuality—your character could be ace or aromantic and be invested in 
 friendships or other connections (the piece can also just be about friendship). 
 
You can choose which genre/form to write in.   
 
Final Project 
 
Students will submit a portfolio of writing (15 pages for honours students; 20-25 pages for grad 
students) +  a critical introduction (2-3 pages) which introduces your work and discusses your 
literary influences.   
 
I’ll chat with each of you over email to discuss your portfolio + intro.   
 
Workshop 
 



Each student will submit 2 pieces of writing for workshop discussion.  Students can submit a 
piece of writing in any form/genre, as long as it’s limited to 4 pages.  Submit to UR Courses at 
least 3-4 days before we’re discussing the piece.  You’ll receive feedback from me on the pieces 
that you don’t workshop.   
 
Course Texts  
 
Samatar, Sofia.  The Winged Histories. 
Tolkien, J.R.R.  The Hobbit. 
 
Weekly Schedule 
 
Note:  Deadlines are flexible.  As long as you submit a piece a reasonable amount of time before 
it’s being work-shopped, that’s fine—just contact me to let me know.  If your piece is being 
work-shopped but you haven’t finished it, you can opt out of the workshop and submit the piece 
to me later (you can also send it to your peers later and they can comment on it, though this is 
voluntary).   
 
Sept 8 
 Introductions; Forum Discussion of Course Aims 
 Reading:  Mendlesohn, Rhetorics of Fantasy  (Excerpt) 
 Video Lecture:  The Art and Business of Writing  
 
Sept 15 
 Reading:  The Odyssey (Excerpts on Athena, Circe, and Calypso) 
      Anne Carson, Autobiography of Red  (Excerpt) 
      Video Lecture:  Homer, Carson, and Classical Fantasy 
 
Sept 22 
 Group 1 Workshop (Assignment 1) 
  
Sept 29 
 Reading:  Morte Darthur (“Birth of Arthur” and “Tale of Sir Lancelot”); Frances and 
 Joseph Gies, Life in a Medieval Castle  
 Video Lecture:  Arthurian Literature and Medievalism 
 
Oct 6 
 Group 2 Workshop  (Assignment 1)    
   
Oct 13 
 Reading:  Ted Chiang, “Story of Your Life”  
 Video Lecture:  Short Fiction 
 Group 3 Workshop  (Assignment 2)  
 
Oct 20 
 Reading:  The Hobbit; “On Fairy Stories”  



 Video Lecture:  Children’s/YA Literature  
 
Oct 27 
 Group 4 Workshop  (Assignment 2) 
   
Nov 3 
 Group 1 Workshop  (Assignment 3) 
   
  
Nov 9-14:  Reading Week 
 
Nov 17 
 Reading:  The Winged Histories 
 Video Lecture:  Samatar and Epic Fantasy 
 
Nov 24 
 Group 2 Workshop  (Assignment 3) 
  
Dec 1 
 Group 3 Workshop  (Assignment 4) 
  
Dec 8 
 Group 4 Workshop  (Assignment 4) 
  
Workshop/Feedback Guide 
 
Offering feedback on a peer’s work can be a mysterious process, which becomes doubly 
mysterious when both creative and academic texts are under consideration.  I’ve compiled this 
brief guide to offer suggestions that will allow the workshops to proceed efficiently and fairly. 
 
Workshop Structure 
 
Each group is composed of four writers.  About a week [minimum of 4 days] before your group 
is scheduled for a workshop, you’ll upload a draft piece to UR Courses.  This piece should be 
no more than 4 pages, double-spaced, including your name, a title, and page numbers.   
 
You’re free to contact members of your group ahead of time, if you’d like to discuss each other’s 
work or form a separate reading/crit group. 
 
Assignment Due Dates 
 
If you’re work-shopping a piece, it’s due 4 days before your group is up for work-shop.  You’ll 
submit the draft to UR Courses, and then have the chance to submit a revised copy the following 
week.  If you’re not work-shopping, your piece is due on the last week that we work-shop that 
assignment (e.g., if you aren’t work-shopping Assignment 1, you would submit it to UR Courses 
by Oct 6).   



 
Forums 
 
We’ll be using the UR Courses forum function to post on pieces and discuss them.  These 
conversations will take place during the course’s initial time-slot, and last for about an hour and 
twenty minutes.  They aren’t strictly synchronous--you’re encouraged to participate, but if you 
need to miss a forum discussion, you can always post your feedback later, or contact the student 
directly with written feedback (as long as they’re fine with this).  If you join the discussion late, 
that’s fine as well.  I’m not grading you on your forum posts—though you will write a reflection 
on the posts that I’ll evaluate.  
 
During workshop forums, your posts will be primarily giving feedback on the writing of your 
peers.  How you do this us up to you.  A paragraph, or a few sentences, or a back-and-forth 
exchange are all fine.  If you don’t feel like talking at the moment, you don’t have to—you can 
always post later, or message the writer directly (if they’re fine with that). 
 
Non-workshop forums are primarily to discuss the readings and short lecture videos.  You can 
post here in any way you like:  a few sentences, a paragraph, a question, an on-point meme, a 
relevant piece of media, a glimpse into your iTunes playlist.  It’s all fine, as long as we respect 
each other’s identities, pronouns, and boundaries.   
 
Structure and Revision  
 
Your submission should be relatively free of errors/typos. 
 
After you’ve received feedback from the class, you’ll resubmit a revised copy of your piece that 
addresses the feedback.  You’ll have a week to make these changes and resubmit.  The instructor 
will then offer feedback on your final copy.   
 
If it’s a week where you don’t workshop, then you’ll submit your draft directly to me through 
UR Courses and I’ll comment on it.      
 
Things To Avoid 
 
Saying “I like/I don’t like” something about the piece.  Focus on specifics--paragraphs, 
sentences, overarching themes or arguments.  Offer criticism that can be implemented in a 
concrete way (e.g., altering a word or phrase).   
 
Rewriting the piece (i.e., “I know it’s about this, but what if….”)  We often fall into this trap.  
It’s fine to suggest alternate directions and possibilities, but don’t radically re-write the piece 
according to your own perspective. 
 
Any language meant to target the writer.  That includes ableist language, such as “stupid,” or 
broad attacks on the writer’s style (e.g., “it’s so annoying when you do this”).  Focus on what can 
be changed, and provide a reason.  If you feel that a piece is racist, sexist, or discriminatory in 
some way, do point this out, but focus on the text itself:  “I have an issue with the way in which 



you’ve phrased this” or “I think this piece would benefit from more research on _____.”  
Remember that our writing is intersectional, we’re all approaching the material from different 
perspectives, and we never agree with everything that a piece does.   
 
Feedback for Pieces 
 
When delivering feedback, present both positive comments and suggestions for revision.  Don’t 
focus entirely on either the positive or the negative.  Find a balance with your comments. 
 
You can focus on characterization, setting, plot, and language.   
 
If the piece has a central character, think about how they’ve been constructed.  What do we know 
about them, and do they behave in a way that’s consistent with what we know?  If we removed 
the setting and plot, would this character still be a person with thoughts and desires, or are they 
just doing the work of the plot? 
 
Is the setting clearly realized?  If the setting is a classroom, we should have more than just a 
description of the tables and desks.  If it’s a medieval castle, then the author should do their 
research and describe a credible castle.  If it’s a space ship, then the ship should also be a part of 
the narration, and not simply serve as a series of hallways.   
 
Plot is a spectrum:  it can be quite subtle (as it often is in short fiction), or it can be a driving 
force that throws its characters about.  It should be present in some way that’s coherent.  There 
needs to be some kind of tension pulling your characters through a scene, even if it’s a barely-felt 
tension.  On the flip side, the plot should not be so overpowering that your characters have no 
interior life of their own. 
 
Language is not as subjective as we think in terms of a creative piece.  Focusing on word choice 
and diction can allow us to talk about the voice of the writing and how it’s conveyed.  Is the 
narration detached, angry, smug, cautious?  Think about how the language itself conveys this.  
Are the metaphors packed-in, or used sparingly?  Are the similes highly conventional, or do they 
encourage us to make unpredictable connections?  Think about whether the writing is dense or 
sparse, and whether the dialogue rings true or sounds mechanical.   
 
If the piece is creative nonfiction, is there a balance between description and action?  Can you 
draw a core idea from the piece, or does it feel a bit fragmented?  Does it seem targeted at a 
particular audience?   
 
 
 
 
 
 


